C1 Exam Format

Grammar

1. 10 transformation exercises.
   e.g.: You’re not lucky today, I’m afraid.
   OUT
   You’re out of luck today, I’m afraid.

2. 10 multiple choice.
   e.g.: This is my new boat. What .......... of it?
      a. do you think
      b. are you thinking
      c. have you been thinking

3. 10 phrasal verbs and idiomatic forms.
   e.g.: When I woke up it was .......... nine o’clock.
      a. coming up with
      b. bringing off
      c. getting on for

Reading

1. Two traditional readings with 5 comprehension questions each.

2. One multiple matching exercise with four paragraphs and ten questions. Each question should be matched with its paragraph.

Listening

Listen to a short video and write a summary of approximately 300 words.

Writing

The exercise consists of writing approximately 300 words on one out of two tasks that will be selected from the following possibilities: report, proposal, instructions, essay, article, description or review.

Speaking (in pairs)

1. Introductory questions
2. Students opinions of photographs and quotes
3. Joint discussion to arrive at a conclusion.